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MINIMET WEATHER STATION WITH REMOTE GSM
SIM CARD OPTIONS

The GSM remote link option for the MiniMet weather station uses a cellular
phone modem, which requires a SIM card connected to the Vodafone DATA network.
Skye can arrange to deliver a fully tested and working system, including SIM card, or
you may obtain your own SIM card if preferred.

The weather station always receives a call from the PC, it never makes a call.
So no call charges will be accrued by the weather station SIM card account.

The are 2 options for the SIM card:

1. Monthly contract
Vodafone DataTen contract.
£5* + VAT per month. £37* one off connection fee.
The SIM card will be given one ‘telephone number’ for use with data only, it will
not be usable in a handset for voice calls.

2. Pay As You Go
Vodafone Pay As You Go SIM card.
No monthly charge, one off fee of £37* (includes SIM card and connection).
The SIM card is given a ‘voice’ telephone number initially, so that it can be used
in a handset. A second ‘data’ telephone number is also required for the weather
station modem operation.

NOTE: the SIM card will only receive calls, it will never make a call whilst installed
in the weather station modem. Vodafone has a policy to automatically disconnect any
Pay As You Go SIM card which hasn’t made a call for 6 months.

So if you choose to have a Pay As You Go SIM card, every 3 months you will need to
transfer the SIM card to a handset, make a call and then replace in the weather station
modem.

This does not apply to a monthly contract SIM card.

SKYE RECOMMENDATION
For a trouble free, uninterrupted service, we recommend the monthly contract option.

USER NOTES: - before inserting a SIM card in the GSM remote modem, put it in a
handset to check it is registered with the Vodafone network and will make and receive
calls. Please ensure the prompt to enter a PIN or PUK number is disabled, and that all
call divert options are switched off (these functions can only be done in a handset).
* Costs correct at 6th March 07


